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Foreword
This issue is the second special issue of Theoretical Computer Science devoted to
the research in the "eld of Computability and Complexity in Analysis, which extends
the notion of computable functions and relations from the domain of natural numbers
of "nite strings to the domain of real numbers, real functions, and function spaces.
As we pointed out in the "rst special issue (Theoretical Computer Science 219
(1999)), research in this "eld has been growing fast in recent years. A number of
closely related but not necessarily equivalent models and theories have been devel-
oped, including intuitionistic analysis, recursive analysis, type-two e+ectivity, domain
theory approaches, reverse mathematics, constructive type theories, Turing machine-
based complexity theory, information-based complexity theory, real RAM-based com-
plexity theory, and analytic machine-based complexity theory. The understanding of
these models and their relations present an intellectual challenge and new research
oppurtunities to researchers from logic, mathematics, computer science and numerical
analysis.
A majority of the papers are expansions of papers presented at the seminar on
Computability and Complexity in Analysis, held at the German Computer Science
Center at Castle Dagstuhl in Germany in November, 1999. The remaining contributions
have been submitted in response to an open call for papers. We thank the authors for
their contributions and the referees for their careful work and for returning their reviews
on time.
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